Compression of medical images has always been viewed with skepticism, since the Ioss of information involved is thought to affect diagnostic information. However, recent research indicates that some waveletbased compression techniques may not effectively reduce the image quality, even when subjected to compression ratios up to 30:1. The performance of a recently designed wavelet-based adaptive vector quantization is compared with a well-known waveletbased scalar quantization technique to demonstrate the superiority of the former technique at compression ratios higher than 30:1. The use of higher compression with high fidelity of the reconstructed images allows fast transmission of images over the Internet for prompt inspection by radiologists at remote Iocations in an emergency situation, while higher quality images follow in a progressive manner if desired. Such fast and progressive transmission can also be used for downloading large data sets such as the Visible Human at a quality desired by the users for research or education. This new adaptive vector quantization uses a neural networks-based clustering technique for efficient quantization of the wavelet-decomposed subimages, yielding minimal distortion in the reconstructed images undergoing high compression. Results of compression up to 100:1 are shown for 24-bit color and 8-bit monochrome medical images.
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OMPRESSION OF MEDICAL IMAGES for
fast transmission is not accepted universally because of possibility of losing diagnostic information. Recently, however, it has been reported I that up to 30:1 compression is acceptable using waveletbased compression techniques, rather than JPEG compression, by which more than 10:1 compression is not considered acceptable by most radiologists.
Wavelet coding 2,3 is a class of subband coding that allows selective coding of subbands significant to visual perception. The encoding process actually determines the distortion introduced by quantization. It is well known from rate distortion theory that rector quanfization yields opfimal distortion. However, implementafion of vector quantization specifically the encoding process is quite involved. On the other hand, the decoding process in vector quantization is relafively simple and can be achieved from look-up tables.
Generally, a simple statisfical clustering technique is used for generating the code vectors in vector quanfization. 4, 5 We have developed novel clustefing techniques 6,7 for on-line generation of code vectors 8,9 and applied them to quantizafion of wavelet-transformed subimages. The selection of the number of clusters generated is decided by the quantization level to be applied, ie, whether coarse or fine quantization is needed. The code vectors representing the clusters are generated here by an adapfive vector quantization technique, namely AFLC-VQ (adaptive fuzzy leader clustefing-vector quantization), lo AFLC-VQ is based on an integration of self-organizing neural networks with fuzzy membership values of data samples for updating the centroid values of the clusters as the samples are presented.
The filter length of the wavelet transformation matrix plays an important tole on the accuracy of the encoding scheme. Based on the distribution characteristics of the wavelet coefficients, appropfiate filter lengths for specific wavelets are cbosen before encoding. 11 We have used this multiresolution encoding and decoding scheme for large color images such as NASA Landsat and the Visible Human color images, as well as standard color images using color transformation from RGB to YIQ and L*a*b* planes. 12 Different color planes were used to determine the effectiveness of color planes on adapfive arithmetic coding for lossless coding.
For color or monochrome images, AFLC-VQ yields excellent reconstructed images even at very low bit rates corresponding to compression ratios greater than 100:1 with acceptable mean square error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The advantage of being able to use sucia high compression ratio without introducing sufficient Figure 1 shows a general scheme of radiographic image coding. This scheme also provides a completely lossless image coding with a compression ratio ranging from 7:1 to I0:i depending on the image to background atea ratio, image content, and the use of an adaptive arithmetic coding.12 if exact reproduction of the original image at the decoding stage is not essential, then a lossy compression scheme using either scalar or vector quantization is used.
Quantization
A. Scalar quantization. In scalar quantization the gray level value of each pixel in an original image or transformed image (as in JPEG or wavelet-based coding) is mapped to a lower range of values thus reducing the bits per pixel (bpp) values. In JPEG, discrete cosine transform is performed on each 8 • 8 block of an image, and the transformed image is then quantized by a scaled normalization mat¡ before applying other encoding steps. Due to this small block divisions designed to minimize the statistical variance within the block, an artifact arising from the Gibb's phenomenon of commonly known as the blocking artifact yields significant distortion in the decoded image at high compression ratios. In fact, many radiologists do not find the image quality of the decoded images acceptable when compressed over 10:1 compression ratios by the JPEG scheme.
13. Wavelet-based scalar quantization. Since multiresolution wavelet decomposition allows subband coding that can be easily tailored to visual perception and yields natural subsampling to smaller sizes without causing severe blocking artifacts observed in JPEG compression scheme, wavelet-based compression techniques have been chosen in recent years specifically when compression ratios higher than 10:1 are desired. Most popular compression techniques employ scalar quantization because of its simplicity of implementation, despite suboptimal performance. The most well-known wavelet-based compression algorithm with successive approximation scalar quantization involving adaptive arithmetic coding is known as EZW. We have implemented a modified version of EZW so that the performance of our adaptive vector quantization technique can be compared with it. C. Vector quantization. Vector quantization is the process of grouping similar vectors into the same cluster so that the centroid vector of each cluster is able to reconstruct the entire set of vectors in that cluster with a minimum distortion dictated by the similarity and optimization criteria employed. Therefore, the centroid vectors or the code vectors form the codebook that consists of the addresses of all code vectors, thus reducing the file size of the original data set tremendously while introducing minimal distortion. The distortion introduced depends on the complexity of the similarity criterion, optimization criterion, and the level of quantization used. In most vector quantization techniques, Euclidean distance measure is used asa similarity measure. We have used an integrated neuro-fuzzy clustering technique 6 where a modified adaptive resonance theory (ART)-type t5 neural networks initially clusters the vectors into similar groups and then the cluster centroids are updated by ah optimization constraint, including fuzzy membership values of the data samples following the fuzzy C means (FCM) 16J7 nonlinear equations. A later modification of this algorithm also included a new similarity measure, enabling formation of clusters of any shape anda Kohonen type upgrading rule for the centroids. ~s These modifications allow better allocation of the vectors to the right clusters by introducing ah intracluster membership function while upgrading the centroids. Ir also eliminates some of the problems with ART-type networks due to normalization of the sample vectors. Although the achievability of minimum distortion at a specific bit rate by vector quantization has been theoretically proven from rate distortion theory almost half a century ago,19 practical implementation of vector quantization for small sizes and classes of images has been achieved relatively recently. 5 Many of the earlier algorithms using simple statistical clustering suffer from a number of problems namely lack of convergence, getting trapped in local minima, and inabitity to hanOle )arge data sets. More advanced vector quantization algo¡ 8,2~ have eliminated some of these problems. However, vector quantization of large data sets as encountered in many medical images still remains a challenging problem.
We present an adaptive vector quantization technique that is capable of encoding large size as well as color images with minimum distortion in the decoded images even at a compression ratios greater than 100:1. The success of this new technique depends on an adaptive clustering technique with efficient optimization criteria in combination with multiresolution wavelet decomposition.
For each image class, a suitable vigilance parameter, ~', needs to be selected fora range of clusters that could be formed to generate multiresolution codebooks for wavelet-decomposed subimages. Once the parameter T is established, the optimization process involves updating of the cluster centroids, initially formed by the modified self-organizing neural network architecture, by using the well-known FCM equations. D. FCM algorithm. In nonfuzzy of crisp clustering, one pattem is assigned to exactly one cluster. On the contrary, fuzzy cluste¡ provides partitioning results with additional information supplied by the cluster membership values of the data sarnples indicating different degrees of belongingness. Usually an optimization criterion involving an objective function that acts as a performance index of clustering is used.
A general form of the objective function is:
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(i) The system described by equations 3 and 4 cannot be solved analytically. However, the FCM algorithm provides ah iterative approach to approximating the minimum of the objective function starting from a given position.
E. AFLC. AFLC is a hybrid neurofuzzy system-that can be used to learn cluster structure embedded in complex data sets, in a self-organizing, stable manner. A choice of Euclidean metric is made in developing the AFLC system while keeping a simple control structure adapted from ART-1. The AFLC algorithm initially starts with the number of clusters, c, set to zero. The system is initialized with the input of the first feature vector Xj. As is in leader clustering, this first input is said to be the prototype of the first cluster. The next normalized input feature vector is then applied to the bottom-up weights in a simple competitive leaming scheme, or dot product. The node that receives the largest input activation Yi is chosen as the prototype rector. As in the original ART-I:
Aftera node is selected asa winner, the compa¡ between the cluster prototype associated with Yi (the centroid v~) and the current input vector X) is performed as follows:
where Ni is the number of samples in class i. If the ratio, R, is less than a user-specified threshold, % then the input is found to belong to the cluster originally activated by spine1024.raw, 1,024 x 1,024 ) Level 4 Level 3 the simple competition. The choice of the value of "r is determined empirically after a number of initials runs. When the input is classified as belonging to ala existing cluster, it is necessary to update the prototype (centroid) and the bottom-up weights associated with that cluster. First, the degree of membership (la0) of Xi to the winning cluster (vi) is calculated using equation 4.
RESULTS
For ]arge-size irnages, parameters for controlling the compression ratios in an efficient manner by vector quantization is a difficult task. In the current design, a four-level wavelet decomposition is followed by quantization with 8 bits for vector indices in the first level and 9 bits for the other levels for the lowest compression used. To achieve higher compression, a combination of quantization of the higher two levels and selective retention of subimages of the first two levels are used.
The decoder has the identical codebook for regenerating all the vectors and an inverse wavelet transform module to reconstruct the o¡ inaage. The fidelity of the reconstructed image is evaluated by computing the MSE, PSNR.
For color images, first, the image is traditionally split into the RGB three-color planes. The process Image (vm1480, 2,048 x 1,024, red plane) Leve] 4 Level 3 is then repeated for each color plane anda codebook is generated for each color plane. At the decoder, the reconstructed color planes are synthesized to form the original inaage. We used DAUB12 for wavelet decomposition based on the statistical analysis of the wavelet coefficients in the subimages. This allowed us to vary the control parameters in the clustering algorithm smoothly to achieve a desired bit rate. Figure 2 shows the original and reconstructed images of a typical cervical spine image at compression ratio 99.90:1 using AFLC-VQ and at similar compression ratios (100:1) by EZW. In the EZW algorithm, the target bit rate can be exactly achieved but in AFLC-VQ, the achievable bit rates are approximate values of the target rates set. The JPEG compressed and reconstructed image at 99.1 with obvious distortion is also shown for comparison in Fig 2. Table 1 shows the MSE and PSNR values for different compression ratios by using AFLC-VQ, JPEG, and EZW for a 8-bit cervical spine image. Figure 3 shows the original vm1480 image (one slice of the male Visible Human data set) and its wavelet-decomposed image. Table 2 shows comparative MSE and PSNR values for the above image for different compression ratios by the algorithms used. EZW-reconstructed images result in much higher errors as reflected by the MSE values. Table 3 shows the selected "r values and the corresponding clusters at each level of subimages of the cervical spine image using AFLC-VQ Table 4 shows the selected 9 values and the corresponding clusters at each level of subimages of the vm1480 image using AFLC-VQ for three- color planes using the size 2,048 X 1,024. The original size is 2,048 X 1,216. The reduction in size is done to make each side asa multiple of two as required by the algorithm; however, this reduction has been done carefully so as not to exclude any part of the relevant image. Figure 4 shows sections of vm1480 after reconstruction from the image compressed at 42:1, 74:1, and 132:1 with some visible distortions at the highest compression ratios for all three algorithms, but the distortion introduced by JPEG at 99:1 is the worst.
CONCLUSION
A well-designed vector quantization algorithm with proper choice of wavelet and the wavelet filter lengths based on the probability distribution of the coefficients results in an encoding scheme with very low bit rate output at minimum distortion.
Such ability of high compression while retaining enough information in the reconstructed image allows fast transmission of images over the Intemet to a remote radiologist for quick evaluation under emergency, while better quality images having more information follow the first one in a progressive manner. The Visible Human data set at the National Library of Medicine is currently being widely used for research and education. 21 On-line progressive downloading of this specific color image data set will allow the users to choose images of desired quality over the Internet quickly for specific applications. The encoding and decoding schemes of AFLC-VQ are currently being analyzed for generalizing it for a wide variety of radiographic images.
